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t\,' Slish Learners
hercises 15-20 Remind students
[rat extraneous solutions are

ertra solutions. When substituted
irto the equation theY do not
make the statement true'

lrrvsstigatiotl: She*ing {ar [xtrarresss Salutio*s

You can use a graphing calculator to check for extraneous solutions'

1.a.Solvex:\,rx+7+5'Howmanyapparentsolutionsdo
you get? 2

U. iny 
"oI. 

all of the apparent solutions f fY 
b9.1tra"""-Yl-liiy- 

,o iinO out is to lei y1 equal the left side of the equation and !d

y2 equal the ri.ght side' Craph the two equations' ln how many

points do tney inieriectz f' 1c' 2 is extraneorr

.. if't" *-v"f u"t ot aftu pti"ts of intersection are solutions of the
- 

original equation' Are any of the apparent solutions extraneou

d. ;;;;iii;'ih" ;;;;;;i solutions in the orisinal equation' Doer

" i;;;i;;"t"i..l'!'lt ts'* with the calculator chetlt I: -..1

2. Use a graphing calculator to determine the number of solutions d

4l Practice bY ExamPle

Example 1

(page 385)

Example 2
(page 386)

Example 3
(page 386)

Example 4
(page 387)

each equation.
a- t/x:x-21

Solve.

1.3\/r+3=15 16

3.\,8+3:5 22

5.\ni+-j-7:o23

Solve.
2

7.(x+5)3:+3,-13
9.3(x - 2)a : z+ 1e

?

11.(x+1)1-z=254

Solve. Check for extraneous;qlutions'

15.\,IIx+3-2x:03
,L7.\/5x+13-5:x-3,-4

1t19.(r+rt-1.=x1

b.\,ry+3:2x- 1 I c.x+8:4\x't*

2.4\G - 1:3 1

4.\5i-+a = 4 4

6.\,6-3x -2:0 ?

8. (x - 2): : 9 29, -25

10.3(x + :)i : sr za
3

12.3+\4-x)z:11 0

13. Volume. A spherical water tank holds 15'000 ft3 of water' Find the diar-n

of the tank. (unt'v : Ea\ 30'6 ft

14. Hydraulics The maximum flow of water in a pipe is modeled by.the flru
- 

O =Av, where A is the cross-sectional area of the pipe and v is th-e velal

of the water. Find the diameter of a pipe that allows a maximum florr oi

SO t 
jl-in 

of water flowing at a velocity of 600 ftlmin' Round your ansq'i

the nearest inch. 2 in'

l

'16. 15"+-11:-i-i:01
.18.\/E+7 +5:x 9

1

,20. (5 - l)t: x + 1' 1
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Example 5

(page 387)

! appty vour Skiils

Solve. Check for extraneous solutions.

21. \4i : t/T+ e S

23.(7x+q+:e++xy|1
45.\/T+7-x:i,2
a7.Qx+4+-ex+TL:os
2e. (zit: (x + s;l 5

1I
22. (x + s)z - (5 - 2x)i = 0 -2
24.\/57+7:"r-16
-26.\/-3x-5-:x+3 -2
?8.x+g=(*z+16)+_3
30.1: (z+xll -2

3s.2(2x)\ + 1 :5 4

37.(2x+3)r1 -7:029
39. \/E=-5 - \/E : -Z5.OO2S

441.2(x-1)3+4:369,-7
43.\/i:t/x-S+Zg
lS. v'7+ tO + V3 - .r : 5 -1, -6
47.\/4x-10:z*G-s t
49. {lu - z\/sx - 25: o 10

51. (2x - l)-l : tx + ry* f

ffi st Geometry The formula for the area A of asquare whose side is s units rong isA : s2-Solve the formurallor s. End the lengih of the side of a square that has
an area of 32 m2. 

" = \6; 4\6. m, or about 5.7 m
qf 32. a. Package Design The formula for the areaA ofahexagon with a side s units

long is -4 : t# See the figure below. Solve the formula for s and
rationalize lhe denominator. _ Vr]iis= T_

Lesson 7-5 Solving Radical Equations

i ffi ur**on ouiz t-5
Solve each equation. Check for
extraneous solutions.

1.7+\,2F1:105
2.4(x-9)3:817
3.\OF1:x-813
4. (4x + 3)3 : (6x + ivtli

75
-41 4

5. A circular table is to be
made that will have a top
covered with material that
costs $3.50 per square foot
The covering is to cost no
more than $60. What is th€
maximum radius for the top
of the table? about 2.34 ft

Alternative Assessnrent

Ask students to select a whole
number and then work M
to write two radical equations
that have that whole nurnber as a
solution. One equation shotrld
involve square roots and the
other cube roots. Studeflts rnay
need to experiment to find a
whole number for whidr they or
most easily write radical
equations. Have studeni: *lare
their equations within snrall
groups and solve eadr equ*iur_

3gg d. The graph of each pair
consists of two straight
lines, one of which is
horizontal. They
intersect at different
points, but these points
have the same x-value,
about 1.236.

/

b. A package de^signer wants the hexagonar base of a hat box to have an area of
about 200 in.2. About how long is each side? about g.g in.

c. what is the distance between opposite sides of the hat box? about 15.2 in.
33. a. Form a pair of simultaneous equations by letting y 1 equal the left side and y 2equal the right side of ra - x : 1. Graph the equations. a-d. See margiri.

b. Repeat part (a) with the equivalent equation \/S : x + I.
q c. Repeat part (a) with the equivalent equation t/5 - x - 1 : 0.

\ d. writing Describe the similarities and differences among the graphs of the
three sets of simultaneous equations.

Solve. Check for extraneous solutions.

34.3\/2x -3:9 8

36. \/rx - I - 3 : 0 s
3s.\/?+3:x+t1

3

40.(2x +3)4-3:5 6.5
1l

42. x1 - (x - S;i:2e1
u.v5i+t-v4x+3-02

.11
46. (3x + 2)z : 8(3-r + 2)-; Z

1r48.(x-9))+t:x)25
.11

50. (2x + 1)3 : (2 + zxSi -1

Exercises 'ffi
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€b 52. physics The velocity y of an object dropped from a tall building is given

foimula v : t/64d,where d is the distance the object has dropped' Solvt

formula for d. 4 = S
53. Open-Ended Write an equation that has twojgdical explgll]ens and no

real roots. Answers may vary. Sample: Vx - 3 = \ 3x + 5

Solve. Check for extraneous solutions.

s4.\,G=1 +\Oi:YEx+z t

ss.YQ a vq -, ,
56.VVx+25: Vx+5 0

A sheet of blank grids is available
in the FCAT Daily Practice and
Strateg ies Tra nsparencies booklet.
Give this sheet to students for
practice with filling in the grids.

F R"rour.",
For additional practice with a
variety of test item formats:
. FCAT Practice, p.419
. Strategies, p. 414
. FCAT Daily Practice and

5trategies Tra nsParencies

\or Prevention
kercise 51 lt is important to

move one of the radical
expressions to the right side of
the equation before raising both
sides to a power.

fl cn*r"ng"

57. Critical fhinking Devise a plan to find the value of x' See margin'

- ------=--

x:r/2+v2+r/Z+...
58. Gritical Thinking You have solved equations containing square roots,bl

squaring both sides. You were using the property that if a : b lhen a' =

Show that the following statements ate not tfue for all real numbers.

a. If a2: b2thena: b. a. Acounterexampleisa = 3nb = -3'
h.If a < bthena2 a bt. b. Acounterexampleisa = -5,b = 3.

pages388-390 Exercises

57. Plan 1: Use a calculator
to evaluate \,8 ana
record it. Add 2, take the
square root, and record it.
Add 2, take the square
root, and record it.
Continue this Procedure
about seven times until it
becomes clear that the
values are approaching 2'
Plan 2: The given
equation is equivalent to
,=f2+x.Solvethis
equation to find that
x=2.

85, 3,4

86. 3,5

87. -5, -4

Gridded Response 59. solve vqi --E - 3 : 2. 12
3

60. Solve (x + zla : 27. 79

61.5olve \,ryx t 1 - 971 tt : o.

62.5olve5xrx+7:8.*
63.Solve -fl*+3:0.27
64. Solve \q +2 : x. 2

Bm
: FCAT Format quiz at
i wwwPHSchool.com
:" " web code: aga-0705

Lesson 7-4

Lesson 5-7

Simplify each expression. 6f,,125,11
6s.641 rc 66.2515 67.6t ' t2'

79. g1-0.2s 71. 43s 72.125 . D5 +

I 128 25

Evaluate each exPression.

s{a sf,E
11 !l

68.8t . 40t 69.33 . 18:

13
73.32 . 256-t 74. t00 

'1 
'

21
1(

78.8P4 1680 79.4r

83.6Cs 6 84.7(

15:0 87.x2+9x]2
+4:0 90.4x2*11x+

75. 7P1 7

80. sc2 10

76.74 210 77.5P3 60

8L 7cs 21 82.scs 188,

89.

$.

^2Lr3
14-3'-g
^3-r4

Lesson 5-5 Solve eaih equation by factoring' 85-90' See margin'

390

85.x2 -7x + 12: o 86'x2 - 8x +

88.3.r2 + 8x + 4:0 89.9x2 + r5x
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